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Practicum and student teaching
visits will be made on Thursday,
November 17. Don't forget to
notif y your cooperating teachers,

Re f le e to r
EDUCATE

A general trend toward rising
salaries in many New Jersey
schools is leaving some teachers
behind. A new survey of school
salaries by the New Jersey
Education Association shows
over 11,000 teachers - one-forth
of all those in the state-who are
paid less than $5,000 a year. It
also shows, however, a rising
number of teachers who earn
$8,000 or more a year,
The teachers' association
blames many of the low salaries
on the school districts which are
still paying their teachers on the
basis of the state's minimum
salary guide, while the vast
majority of districts use local
salary schedules that are above
the state minimum. It points
out that the state schedule fixes
a starting salary for a beginning
teacher, with a college degree,
at $3,800, while the typical local
schedule in the state offers a
beginning salary about $500
higher.
The typical
ew Jersey
teacher, after 14 years of
teaching experience, is earning
$5,930 a year. The chances are
that his school district adopted
a new and higher salary schedule
for the use in fixing his salary
f or the current year.
His
personal increase, however, was
one of the smallest he has
received in years, The average
salary for New Jersey teachers
this year is only $190 above the
average for a year ago - the
smallest gain since 1953,
Mrs . Elizabeth W. Haven,
associate r esearch director of
NJEA, reports on the annual
s a 1a r y
tabulation
in th e
November issue of the NJEA
REVIEW, monthly magazine of
the teachers' association. The
study also appears as a research
bulletin listing every salary paid
by the 497 reporting school
districts (out of 555 school
districts in the state),
The
survey covers 96% of New
J e rsey's 46,151 classroom
teachers.
In a review of the gains made
by teachers during the 1950's,
Mrs. Haven points out that the
average salary has risen from
$3,550, less than the present
state-set minimum. Ten years
ago, she notes, less than half
of the school districts in the
state had salary guides of any
kind at all; now three-quarters'
have their own guides with the
others using the state schedule,
A decade ago the highest
scheduled salary for a teacher
(w i th s i x years of college
preparation ) was $5,800, less
than the present average salary
for all teachers.
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Messiah Soloists Announced

JEAN SWETLAND

DORarHY EGEN

The college chorus will present Handel's
"Messiah", an oratorio, on Tuesday, December
6, at 8:30 in the D'Angola. Gymnasium. The
chorus, which will contain more than one hundred
voices, will be under the direction of Mr. Jack
Platt.
Also participating will be the alumni
and friends of the college.
Two of the soloist will be Miss Jean Swetland,
soprano, and Miss Dorothy Eagen, contralto. Mr.
Lawrence Davison will sing the baritone solos,
The other soloist has not been announced,
I
Miss Swetland has sung a number of oratorios,
including the "Messiah", "Elijah", "St, Paul",
"Creation", "The Seasons", "Missa Brevis",
"Stabat Mater", "Hora Novissima", "Requiem",
"St Matthew's Passion", "Sleepers, Wake ", "The
Way to Emnaus", and "Vesperae De Dominica",
The operas she has sung include "Faust",
"Carmen", "Magic Flute", "Romeo etJuliet", and
"Marriage of Figaro". The American operas
she has performed include "Evangeline", "King
Harald", "The Sire de · Maletroit" and " Ten
Thousanp Miles".

Miss Swetlana has sung with the New York
Philharmonia Orchestra, the Little Orchestra
Society, a n d with th e Buffalo Philharmonic
Orchestra. She has performed at the Madison
Avenue Pr esbyterian Church with the Easton
Oratorio Society, with the Wesleyan University
Choir, and Schenectady Oratorio Society and at
the Garden City Community Church.
Miss Swetland has attended the Julliard School
of Music, the American Theatre Wing Opera
Workshop and the Gunda Morda!} Opera Workshop,
She was awarded a gold medal by the Music
Education League,
Miss Dorothy Egen is a native New Yorker and
has sung in oratorio, concert, opera and radio in
and around New York. She was contralto soloist
of the Madison Avenue Presbyterian ChurchinNew
York City for the past ten years, She has been
a featured soloist with the Bach Cantata Guild
and has sung with Phil Spitalny and The
Shaw Chorale, and performed in the Verdi
•'Requiem'' under the direction of Arturo Toscanini,
Miss Egen 's opera performance include "Faust",
"11 Trovatore" and "Martha",

CCUN Plans ·Norms Experiments Carnival Theme
Model CouncJI With Workshops ''T. V." Shows

The Collegiate Council for the
United Nations is going to hold
a Model Security Council meeting
on Monday, December 5, at 4:30
in the Meetings Room. This
announcement w as made by
Kenneth Meeks, vice-president of
the
organization, during a
meeting on Tuesday, November 1.
The purpose of the Council
meeting, h e explained, is to
familiarize club members with
. the workings of the Security
Council and to enable the club
to choose eight representatives
for the Model United Nations that
will be held the first week of
February in Montreal.
Meeks explained that a similar
Council was held last year at
the same time for the same
purpose. The topic discussed
then was the recognition of the
ered~ntials of the People's
Republic of Red China; this-year's ·
subject will concern the Congo
and the political crisis there,
The resolution to be offered is
patterned after a Soviet
resolution on the subject that
The Metropolitan New York
was made in the General
region of the National Student
Assembly in September,
Associauon is sponsoring a
The eleven natlons to be
leadership training conference on
represented on the Council are:
Saturday, December 3, at New
Tunisia, Ar g e n ti n a, Poland,
York University Heights, The
Ceylon, Italy, Japan, France, the
Newark State Chapter of NSA
United Kingdom, China, the
plans to attend the conference,
United States, and the U,S,S.R.
New Jersey chairman June
Also present at the Council
Zuckerman has announced that
meeting will be a representative of
Newark State will be sending
Belgium, who will be granted
three representatives to the
speaking privileges but will not
conference, and she asks that any
be allowed to vote. Members
students interested in attending
of CCUN
will put forth the
contact her immediately.
opinions of these countries on
Th e obj e c ti v e s of t h e
the resolution and defend the
conference, according to Mike
attitudes that the countries have
(Continued on Pa~e 4) taken.

NYU to Hold
NSA Meeting
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Teachers ' Pay
On The Rise
In New Jersey

LE AD

Student Council meeting on
Friday - everyone is invited,

Norms Theater Guild, Newark
State College's owndramagroup,
is planning an experiment in
presenting a ''workshop" of
plays. Two one-act dramas have
been selected for performance
· on the night of ovember 22,
and they will be followed by
an impromptu for which no formal
script has been prepared.
This is the first time that
Norms has done something like
this and, explains club president
Dan Reilly, it is being used to ·
give members of the . club
experience in acting and
directing. The performance of
• the plays will be open to the
student body and no admission
fee will be charged.
The first of the two one-act
plays is entitled "World without
Men" and its subject is just
that. Members of the cast in
this play include Patricia Reilly',
Bonita Kirson, Linda Kraus,
Murie 1 Eisenberg, Ruth
Ehrenburg and Muriel Goldberg.
The second play is entitled
"Cafe Expresso " and members
of its cast are: Al Ruffini,
An g alo Callegher, Scheila
Schnoll, Henry McKendry and
Betty Grodzki.
The cast of the third segment
of the program, which will see
three members of Norms ad-lib
for approximately fifteen minutes
in some semblance of coherence,
will include: Patricia Westgate,
Mad~lyn Brennan and William
Muller.
The play "World without Men"
wili be directed by FrankShyers;
''Cafe Expresso" will be directed
by Carol Snodgrass.
(Continued on Page ·6)

"T. V. Shows" is the suggested
theme for this year's carnival
which will be held on the weekend
of April 2s.:.29, in the parking lot
of NSC. All ·of the food booths
will be held under a tent, with
the rest of the concessions in
open, prefabricated booths. Rain
insurance will be purchased, in
case of poor weather,
Suggestions for the proceeds
from the carnival includeforeign
stud en ts, charitable organizations, such as a hospital or
funds for the handicapped, or
Radio Free Europe,
The . carnival committee is
headed by Joan Zuckerman, Jane
Brown, and Patricia Ippolito. Bob
Zolkiewicz is chairman of the
publicity committee, the construction committee is headed
by Charlie Lupo. Greg Bontempo, .
and George Hudak. The location
committee will be headed by Ron
Blazov1c and Jim Haney with t he
finance committee being chaired
by Mary Ann Loboda and June
Zuckerman. Bob Reeves and Pat
Naturale will head the tickets
committee.
The committee on interior
decorations will be headed by
Joyce Sini$cal, Lynn Denman and
Mary Douglass. Al Nagy and
Paul Cappezza will be in charge
of lighting, Bob Denman and
Ray Everett will head the 'sound
committee. Entertainment will
be taken care of by Richard
Reskow and Linda Pollack, with
the program committee headed
by Dolores Grycock and Honora
Eckrich. The Photography committee will be chaired by Alfred
Beek, Felix Cabarle and John
Sfaelos,

Group Leaders
To Discuss
Advisor's Role
All the student associations in
the college have, through their
representatives in the Student
Leadership Conference, decided
to discuss the topic of faculty
participation in student activities
at the next meeting c;>f the members of the Conference,
The conference made its
decision after a lengthy meeting
on Friday, November 4, during
which the discussion h ad
centered on the role the group
should play on campus. Several
members of the group expressed
dislike for forming into a club
with a constitution and by-laws,
preferring instead to remain a
loosely-organized association of
individuals which would meet
once a month to discuss problems
they have come across in their
group which they have not been
able to solve themselves. The
purpose of the discussion would
be to enable other members who
have had similar problems in the
past to explain their solutions.
After the leaders had decided
to do without a constitution they
turned th e i r attention to the
question of what problems they
should discuss. They eventually
decided that specific problems
of one club could best be settled
outside t h e confines of the
Leadership
Conference, but
problems of a general nature that
affected everyone shouid be
brought into the discussion. This
factor was considered when the
Conference decided on its topic
for the next meeting.
It was also decided that every
member of the Conference could
bring two or three members of
his own club to the discussion,
and faculty members would be
invited to attend and participate
m the group's thinking.
Chairman for this session was
Ellen Asselmeyer. Joan Schwartz
served as observer and Peter
Barrett was recorder.
In the
next meeting, Miss Schwartzwill
be chairman, Barrett will be
recorder, and a third person
will be appointed to serve as
observer. These three individuals, according to a decision
made at an earlier meeting of
the Conference, will be
responsible f or setting up the
date, time and place of the
meeting, as well as deciding if
a panel presentation with two
members of · the faculty should
be used.

NSC leads In
Placing .Grads

Dr. Gene Mccreery, Director
of Student Teaching and Placement, recently announced that
93% of last year's graduating
class from Newark State College
was placed in teaching jobs somewhere 1n
the country,
In re 1 e as i n g the figures
on placement, Dr. Mccreery
noted that Newark State ranks
highest of all the state colleges
in the per cent of graduates
placed ,n te aching positions,
Glassboro State is second, with
a 92% placement, followed by
Trenton State (87%) , Paterson
State (83%), Jersey City State
(79%), and Montclair State (77%)
The overall percentage for the
s ix state teacher-training
institutions is 85%,
Of the 217 members of the
class of '60 of Newark State
College, Dr, Mccreery observed,
34 women are employed in the
(Continued on Page 3)
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readily give lip service,
When men are subjected to the censures of a board like the
Board of Estimate; when they shrink from the use of their rights
because of fear of recrimination; when democracy has been debased
to the point where right is no longer so; when injustice continues in
an unjust world; when the optimism of youth is smothered by the
actions of adults: there seems no alternative to thoughtful men but
the curse that has leaped from the throats of millions in all ages
and nations, a curse that mingles rage with anguish in vehement
protest against the insanity of the world: Damn it to hell, anyway(

To th e Booters

committee has just created an
atmosphere of fear and
suppression.
It has shown
extreme hostility to academic
freedom, which is vital in any
educational s ystem. (A number
of teachers were subpoenaed and
subsequently suspended from
their jobs, even before they
appeared bef~re the committee,
After a number were proven
innocent of subversive activity
they were reinstated in their
positions, but yet a lingering
shadow of suspicion surrounded
them.)
It is a shame that such an
i nstitution
survives in the
Amer ican society,
While its
aims of initiating legislation
are . admirable, its methods are
not,' and these should certainly
be revised,

The Newark State Soccer
Team, commonly kn9wn as the
"Booters ", has ended its initial
season, To all the members of
the team, and to Coach Fred
Coggin, go our hearty congratulations for a job well done,
It is no easy thing to bring an
organization into existence from
nothing, Yet this is whatwe have
seen happen this year in our
athletic activities. A soccer team
has sprung, from the ordinary
material of inexperienced college
students, and the team has done
The Leadership Conference is beginning to see the fruits of its
,the college and the students here
early labors, From the begim1ing of a weekend at Schiff Scout
proud.
Reservation in September for the presidents of all the clubs,
The record of the team 1s not
fraternities and other student organizations, it has continued ~o
what counts right ·now,
The
grow through the two months that have elapsed since then, Or.e
season is over; there is another
has only to observe the interest still shown by those who went tl
one to come which can help to
Schiff in the two meetings that have been held to realize that these
obliterate some of the errors
people deserve every right to be leaders. They .have na i?ea_ of
that have happened this year,
shirking their responsibilities, and show every intention of conunurng
What is important is that Coach
The Student Council will be
their efforts toward making the student body aware of what the
Coggin has started from scratch meeting on Friday. This is the
college can do for them and what they, in turn, can do for the college.
and made a group of men into fourth meeting of. the year, and
Indeed, it is more than pleasurable to hear that the leaders of the
a soccer team, with the emphasis from past attendance it looks as
student body are planning to discuss the nebulous area of studenton the "team". Talk to anyone if the student body is not aware
faculty relationships in the extra-curricular area at · their next
who played this year: they will of the fact that these meetings
meeting in December.
This question is orie which has always
rave about the spirit of their are open to everyone, This
puzzled faculty and students alike, As one member of the group
fellow players. Seldom about observation is by and large a
so well expressed it, " you have some advisors who come to every
their
own accomplishments, charitable one, for if the student
meeting and act autocratic; you have others who come to meetings
almost always about what the body is aware that Council
and do nothing; you have those who show no interest at all in what
team has done, The young men meetings are not closed, their
the group is doing; and you have the occasional good advisor."
who worked for the honor of the attendance at them is much to be
Clearly there is need for some' sort of guide-line here, one which
college on this year's soccer c;!eplored, Here is the bodyw.hich
the faculty can follow and one whi'ch will lf;lt the students know
team seem to have learned that is making the laws for the
when a faculty member is exceeding his bounds as an advisor,
in any game, it's the contribution students, and discussing matters
The problem is very much like a sword, in that it cuts -both ways:
of the group as a whole that of importance to all, yet there
very often a faculty advisor is completely in the dark as to what
ultimately counts. In learning are never more than five
his job should be, We cannot blame those who are autocratic; they
this they have come to under- observers at the meeting.
pr esumably are just as ignorant of their purpose as an advisor as are
We would like to urge the
most group of their own purposes. It is a hopeful sign indeed that • stand one of the basic tenents
of sportsmanship and this, it students of Newark St ate
the leaders have taken it upon themselves to discuss this problem,
seems to us, is much more College to attend the meetings
and with a little luck they may come up with some potent suggestions,
important than the number of of the Student Council, if only
Giving credit where it is due, too, we must mention that the Student
goals that were made, or who to see what is being decided for
Personnel Committee is at present attempting to find some answer
made them,
them.
to this same quest.ton, and the action of the Leadership Conference
We congratulate the soccer
may lead to the discovery of some solutions to this ticklish problem.
team on the work it has done
At the same time, we feel that there are some faculty advisors
this year. We wish the players
who will be autocratic or laissez faire no matter what decisions
much luck in the future, With
will be made. In such a case, it seems a good idea that every
MORE ON "BIRTH"
spirit such as they have shown,
group on campus should be given the right of approval of its faculty
with
the
accomplishmi!nts
that
To
the
Editor:
advisor each May for the coming year,
they have made, they certainly
Granted, this is a radical idea, especially for this campus, but
deserve luck, More than that,
From a Negro's point of view,
to us it seems a sensible one. The fact that there are advisors
they have earned ,t, along with I question not the right of the
who either do nothing from one end of the year to the other or do
our respects.
Fine Arts Film Club to show
everything from one end of the year to the other indicates that
"BIRTH OF A NATION" at
there should be some effective method for removal of them. And
Newark State College,
It is
the only logical means, it would appear, would be for them not to
indeed their right • and their
be "hired" by their organization for the coming year.
As any student of American
privilege,
They are free ·to
The Leadership Conference meeting in December will attempt
show whatever they desire, as
to solve the problems in this vague area of faculty-student re- History will know, Joseph
a part of their educational
lations.
For this work they are to be congratulated, It would McCarthy, the we 11 - known
program. This is their right
well behoove the Student ~ouncil to grant them . further funds instigator of the "Red Scare"
and they should exercise it,
every year from now on so that they could continue their program of the fifties, is dead, but his
spirit and activities are still
However, with ce-rtain
of educating our campus leaders in the fundamentals of leadership.
privileges and certain freedoms
Any money spent in this manner would be money well expended. carried on by other American
i nstitutions. T he House Comexercising that freedom with ·
mittee on Un-American Activities· wisdom,
is chief among such institution·s.
In consideration of human
Mr. Joseph Papp, producer of tne Central Park presentations of
While it is recognized that kindness, the students protestShakespearean plays, has again run athwart the city of New York,
some of the theories of this
ing ''BIRTH OF A NATION"
Last year, it was Robert Moses who was denying Mr, Papp percommittee are essential to the
are questioni ng the wisdom of
mission to present the plays of the Bard of Avon in Centr·a1 Park
preserving of the American way showing this vici9us film of
because people walked on the grass. This year, it is the New York
of life, the methods and tactics
persecution and propaganda at
Boarc;I of Estimate which is withholding permission from Mr, Papp
employed to achieve these ends
this crucial era in history. How
to present "Romeo and Juliet" in the high schoo.ls of the city, The
are detrimental to the freedom
much harn\ could this film caus e
reason ? Two or three of the members are against Mr. Papp because
inherent in a democracy and in the minds and thoughts of those
he once took the Fifth Amendment when testifying before a conguaranteed by the Constitution, who have no other frame of refergressional sub.-committee,
Often the House Committee on ence on the Negro, the Catholic,
The fact that Shakespeare doesn't care what his producers are
Un - American· Activities will the Jew ? How much embarrasssubpoena persons to appear
. like is beside the point here, 1 lthough it seems obvious at first
ment and hurt will this cause to
before it without telling them
glance that, no matter what Mr, Papp's political affiliation, they
those of the Negro group, whose
the reasons for the summons, ' sensitivity is real and honest?
could hardly do anything wore to Shakespeare than give him a
and it is not unusual for the
lousy performance, this consideration is not of importance, What
America, as a nation, is
does matter is that Mr. Papp is being denied permission to present, names of such persons to be interested in the image she
the students of New York High Schools with some smattering of
published in newspapers . When presents to the world. She cares
culture simply because he took advantage of a right assured him
this happens, it is inevitable that what people think of her. The
by the Constitution. Mr. Papp used the Fifth Amendment of the
they come under suspicion by Negro, today, as a nation of
their neighbors, friends and people, is still valiantly strugConstitution of the Umted States and is therfore being censured
for it,
employers , Frequently, as the
gling to remove the horrible
There has sprung up a strange cult in our country--the cult
result of the publication, they
image that has bound us socially,
are either fired from their jobs
that assumes guilty by association. Mr, Papp is associated with
politically,
educational ly,
the Communists who have taken refuge behind the Fifth Amendment
or suspended from them until
economically and emotionally,
(if there indeed have been many) and is therefore a Communist
they prove their innocence,
since slavery, We continually
himself , This 1s a hideous example of the depths to which man
The committee denies persons
seek to erect a new, true image
may fall,
who are subpoenaed the right of
that will allow people to open
For Joseph Papp has legally done nothing wrong, He has assumed
"due process" and the ri ght to
their minds, · and forget unhe has a ri ght to the protection of the Constitution, and that includes
meet their accusers; It is one fortunate prejudices.
of the foremost promulgators of
the Fifth Amendment; but to us today it qUtomatically implies
But all minds are not equal.
Communistic tendencies. To have prostituted this section of a
gullt through association.
All minds are not capable of
Originally, it was establis hed
noble document to such levels of baseness is criminal. Everytime
seeing things in only one way.
someone participates in such an action he gives the lie to democrac y
in order to initiate legislation
An Art Prof essor, taking a class
preventi ng un - America n of thirty men to view the
and everything it means. What those three members of the Board
activities, Yet, to this day, no
of Estimate have done is a sin against humanity, and the spirits of
techniques of an artist working
such 1e g i s 1 a.ti on has been with nude models, would hardly
Jefferson, Franklin and Adams must be crying out in shame and
suggested or enacted, in fact
horror at this hei nous deed, There is no justification for it; there
expect any more than 30 percent
can be no justification. The sanctity of the individual has been
the committee has never even
of the men to view the work and/ or
def ined ·what constitutes ' 'unviolated once more, and all manki nd s ho uld blush to see it so,
the models for artistic value only.
/\ow are "the tim es that tr y me n's souls," as Thomas Paine said
American activities" .
In this same way, all minds are
so long ago, and 1f we continue thus there will be no salvation for
Inste ad of actmg as a beneficial
not capable of dealing with the
_ _ _ us_ EJ'. our countr y or that beloved de mocracy to which we all so
institution in our society, the
vicious elements of this film.

Editorials

The Lead ership Con ference

Stu dent Counci_l

Letters

HUAC

The Fifth Amendment

As a Negro, I deeply resent
the exposure of this ridiculous
stereotype of my people. Hasn't
enough exposure already been
given to the negative view of
Negro history and life? We do
him harm when he is about to
become a first - class citizen ?
Is this not the time for thosewho
would wish the Negro well to
"accept the · positive".
,even
when serving the needs of' 'art"?
In scope of present focus, the
allies are few enough, and if, in
a fine school, such as Newark
State, more oil can be poured on
a flame we've been trying to
douse since 1863, where then
can we look for support? If the
cause for dignity cannot receive
support from future teachers, is
there anyone else to turn to ?
Surely we owe a responsibility to
our fellowmen, for the world ha,:;
grown too close for deceit,
In the words of Reverend· Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., "This
is a great hour for the Negro and
America. We can choose either
to walk the high road of human
brotherhood or to tread the low
road of man's inhumanity to
man.''
Sincerely,
Jo Jackson
THE WISDOM OF THE FILM

Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the
article on the film, "Birth of a
Nation" that appeared in the
Tuesday, November 1, 1960 issue
of the REFLECTOR,
In regard to my feeling as a
Negro student here at Newark
State, - I do not believe that
these Negro students are attacking your right as a club to show
this film, My feelings are that
the Film Club has the right to
show any film they select, but
-- I do think a very sincere
effort and much thought should
be given as to the advisability of
showing such a film at this time.
I say this because the Negro
as a minority group has a right
to prove himself in the light of
truth and reality for what he is
and also for what he is trying to
be,
We, as Negroes are not
striving for anything but to be
considered as a person, not a
"Negro", but as an individual
equal to any other individual no
matter what color, race, religion
or creed, This film which is
being shown here on Monday does
not portray the Negro as he is
but is a degrading example,
stereotyping the Negro,
I only hope that those who
view this film will keep this in
mind, This is not the Negro as
he is or is it as he would like
to be but it is a symbol of what
the Negro is fi ghting and striving
against.
Let me say again, -- I do not
and cannot deny or protest the
right of any individual or any
club to show any film they
desire but I do request a thought
on the content and the harm it
may bring to many if it is
interpreted incorrectly, Thank
you,
Marie Strother 1961
RESTRICT THE ATTENDANCE
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the
"Birth of a Nation" article in the
Reflector on Tuesday, November
ll.

The point should be stressed
that' 'the students aren'tprotestmg because they're Negroes but
as future teachers in America".
This film has been of controversial interest for years.
If the F ine Arts Film Club
insists on showing ''Birth of a
Nation", they should confine the
viewing to members of the
organization. The reason would
be that the club is viewing the
film for its ''reconstruction
material". Others may not look
at the film with this in mind,
Question yourself, if you were
of a minority group comparable
to the Negro, would you appreciate such a showing? The film
is noted to contain anti-Catholic
and anti-Semetic elements, Are
the/ emphasized ?

Thank you,
Annette Gaines '61
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ON THE REC ROOM
To the Editor:
(Continued from Page 2)
Concerning the Rec _Room
which has turned into a • 'Wreck
TO THE COLLEGE
Room", I suggest that the Park(The following letter was sent to
ing Authority, whoever they may
President Wilkins after fifty-one
be, knock out the left wall and
foreign students had visited the use
the
space to park
campus of Newark State College.)
Volkswagons
and Dauphines,
Experts have estimated that at
Dear Dr. Wilkins:
least 18 of these compact cars
could be made to fit this space.
The phrase ''thank you" seems
Personally, I would much
neither broad enough nor deep prefer the smell of gasoline an'd
enough to convey the heartfelt oil to the _sound (7) of rock and
appreciation we at Teachers
roll,
College wish to express to you,
Just a suggestion,
your faculty, and your students
v. Kashuda
for the hospitality you extended
THE
HONOR
SOCIETY
to our students last Monday. Your
dedication to the c au s e of To the Editor:
Instead of beating around the
increased international under standing was a source of bush, I'd like to state a question
inspiration to a 11 at Teachers for the rest of the student body
College, but most of all to our and faculty to think over.
Why is it that the honorary
student educators from other
students at Newark State College
lands.
Our students, who have been have to Suffer such humiliation
markedly reserved and hesitant as they do when it comes time
in all expression, have been for their yearly pledging? I
bubbling and excited in their was under the assumption that
praise of everything connected no fraternity or sorority could
with Newark State College. The invite people to their teas unless
warmth, generosity, and genuine they are officially accepted for
interest you all showed in wel- membership in that society.
There seems to be a way our
coming them to Newark made a
deep impression, for which they honor society gets around this;
and I return boundless thanks. they have a tea each year in
Thanking you for your generous honor of something or other.
·1sn't the student's academic
cooperation, I am,
standing, the organizations they'
Cordially yours,
James J, Shields, Jr, belong to and the opinion of their

Leoers

President Wilkins Meets
With Parking Committee
Discuss Lot Surfacing

At 8:45 on Wednesday morning, November 9, President Wilkins
met with the members of the Parking Committee. The history
of the parking problem, with special reference to the $5.00 per
year required of all students was discussed, Dr. Wilkins pointed
out that attempts were being made to meet the needs of parking
at this college and cited the following:
Since the first of September, $8,000 has been obtained to grade
and place rough surfacing on a new parking lot on Morris Avenue.
Prior to this, Mr. Armond Brillante, Engineer in Charge of Maintenance, Chairman of the Parking Committee, had obtained the
cooperation of the contractor, Mr. Baron, who had received the ·
award for grading and reseeding the playfields, tennis court, and
(Continued from Page 1) construction of the by-pass route for Green Lane, This cooperation
Kindergarten - Primary curri- resulted in Mr..,Brillante's acquiringtheextrafillneeded for leveling
culum in the state of New Jersey. the new parking lot and to level the area of the campus immediately
24 men and 124 women are to the north of the gymnasium on which cars are being parked at the
General Elementary teachers present time. Mr. Brillante got this at no cost to the students or
(this includes 9 speech therapists, to the State,
The parking problem is not peculiar to this college or to colleges
17 teachers of the mentally
in
general but exists as a problem for all institutions today. This
retarded and 1 teacher of the
hard-of-hearing), and 11 women college has more parking space than any of the other state colleges.
and 6 men are teaching in the The parking at all the state colleges has been surveyed very
junior high schools of the state. thoroughly and the cost of additional spaces computed, The cost
Out-of-state teachers include of additional parking space runs as high as $440 per car in one
2 women in the Kindergarten- place and $500 per car in another.
At the time the survey of parking in the various colleges was
Primary field, and 4 women in
the General Elementary area. made, it was found that the colleges had no authority to collect
fees for payment of printing of parking permits and other expenses
4 persons are continuing their
formal study, and 7 women have connected with orderly parking of students' cars, The State
become
housewives.
This Commissioner of Education asked each of the colleges to submit
accounts for the "less-than-100% its parking plan for official approval. The parking plan of Newark
rating the college placement State College, as adopted by the Parking Committee composed of
students and faculty members last spring, was submitted as were
office has released,
the parking plans of other colleges. During the summer, the
parking plan from Newark State College as submitted was approved
with the addition of five standard regulations, to apply to all of the
state colleges:
~y Orville Charles
1,) A student living within a two-mile radius of the campus may
"A Bell for Adano" well deserves the Pulitzer Prize it received
not park a car on the campus,
in 1945. Now availabe in paperback form, it yet retains the charm ·
2.) Any student living in a dormitory on the campus may not
and poignanc,r, that it possessed fifteen years ago when it first hit
park a car on the campus.
the unsuspecting American public.
3.) Each college should levy a fee of $2,50 per semester for
John Hersey, who had worl,<ed for a while as war COJ:'.respondent
parking permits for students enrolled in the day college.
for LIFE and TIME, two magazines for which I have no respect
4,) The fees collected from parking may be used for employing
whatever, wrote his heart into this book, which is not at all friendly
an attendant to supervise the parking.
to some of the "top brass" that were on our side in the Second
5.) Any fees remaining after payment of supervisory services
World War. In scenes that are successively bawdy and touching,
and printing from the collection of parking fees should be set
he chronicles the search of Major Victor Joppolo, an American
aside in a fund to be used for the maintenance of parking
occupation agent in Italy ·at the end of the Second World War, for
facilities.
a bell that will make the citizens of Adano happy.
These regulations became effective September 1, 1960.
Major Joppolo has no easy job. In the first place, he has to
All money collected from parking fees and fines is deposited to
convince the people of Adano that he is there to help them, but the parking account in the State Treasury. The local Parking
they don't seem to want to believe him. They have suffered so Committee may budget the fees collected in accordance with the
much under the Fascist regime and heard so much propoganda above regulations. The actual expenditure of the money must be
about the evil American people that they will not trust him, but he made, as all other state expenditures are made, through regular
has a job to do, and he manages to succeed. He develops an affection voucher or payroll, with _the necessary signatures of approval
for a girl of the village, Tina, who has bleached her hair as a sign officers. This procedure applies to every expenditure of state
of protest and dissatisfaction with her life. As a matter of fact, he
I
develops an affection for nearly everyone in the village, and it is
It is obvious that more cars have been registered and parking
unfortunate that he is forced to leave when he does.
permits issued than there are spaces available. While a margin
He gets in trouble, you see, with a general who rides around in of excess permits is workable to allow for normal circulation
his jeep. The general is a cantankerous old son of a so-and-so, and absences, the excess we now have certainly is not workable.
and gets annoyed when his car is blocked on one of the narrow Therefore, the needed steps taken by the president of the college
roads by a water-cart, He not only kills the mule which is drawing and the chairman of the Parking Committee to obtain an additional
the cart, thereby lending emphasis to the Italian image of the parking lot were necessary. If this proves large enough to accomvicious, cruel American, but he orders Major Joppolo to keep modate all cars this year, it will obviously not be large enough
ca;ts out of the town from that day on, and although the l\1ajor for next year's student body of 1,600, A stricter following of the
attempts to comply with the ruling, he finds he has come to like above regulations would probably result in _the reduction of the
the populace too much to do so. Stopping the water carts would number of permits issued.
One of the other state colleges has
mean depriving the townsmen of water, .which would mean filthy extended the "two-mile" law to five miles, Another plan might
streets and pestilence, as well as thirst. He breaks the rule, ·be to restrict parking permits to upperclassmen. This latter
and is ultimately discovered by the General, and dismissed from would obviously be unfair in that the attendance at this college
his post as administrator, But not before he has managed to get by most of the students is dependent on automobile transportation .
the people what they wanted more than food or housing or anything and a car is no longer a mark of distinction or a privilege for ·
else: a bell for their church, The bell is a symbol of all the good upperclassmen.
and happiness that the people knew, and has a rich tradition behind
Greater use of car pools would result in ameliorating the parking
it.
Major Joppolo finds a bell that was on an American naval problem and would create an . additional benefit to the students in
vessel and had seen many battles before the ship sank, and this the same car pool with the necessity of spending an entire day on
is the one he presents to the people of Adano. As he leaves the campus, from 8:30 until possibly 3:30 or 4:30, allowing for longer
town under orders from the General, he hears the silvery notes periods of library study and participation in college activities.
of the bell ringing across the Italian landscape, and the reader
President Wilkins expressed the view that he would be willing
who does not feel his throat tighten is a coarse one indeed.
to give the students as much responsibility for · managing their
Mr. Hersey was a young man when he wrote this novel, and he parking problem as they wished, It was pointed out that he could
has since fulfilled the promise 'he revealed here, He creates such not grant them more privileges than existed for him as president
true-to-life characters that I felt as if I had really spent some of the college so that whatever group conducts the parking problem
time with the inhabitants of Adano. Major Joppolo loses his heart will of necessity have its activities circumscribed by the state
to Adano, and you will, too. Too many people do not think of war regulations,
as the insanity that it really is, and somehow, in this moving
President Wilkins expressed the view that he would be glad to
novel, Hersey has managed to reduce this hideous spectacle to have more students on the Parking Committee and would be most
perspective, and in displaying the pitiful and touching aftermath willing to talk with any group of students who wish to call upon
of slaughter has preached as effective a sermon against war him in his office.
as we are ever liable to hear,
1----------------.
that enough students will be
present to enable him to devote
three-fourths of his time to
discussion "on the floor."
All Freshmen students are
On Thursday, November 17, encouraged
to
attend this
1960, at 7:30 P,M. the Freshmen informal gathering, but upperand other students interested classmen are also welcome •
will meet Dr. Hutchinson in the
Student Center Lounge. This
meeting will be the third seminar given for the Freshman Class.
The topic that Dr. Hutchinson, Ii
head of the History Department, · Kappa Delta Pi, national honhas chosen, is "Race and Free- orary education society held its
dom". Included in the introduction preliminary
induction cerehe will give are various sub- monies on Wednesday, November
topics including the sit - in 2, in the college center. The
strikes,
school segregation, final ceremonies will be held on
Supreme Court Decisions and the Thursday, November 17, along ·
film being shown at the college with a buffet supper,
"Birth of a Nation",
The seniors who were pledged
One week from Thursday is Thanksgiving Day. Many families,
Of
main interest and to Kappa Delta Pi are: Marie
even in this land of plenty, are not fortunate enough to be able
importance, according to Dr, Albanese, Joyce Andrew, Brenda
to afford what many of us have come to consider the necessities
Hutchinson will be the question Bee~ Pearl Berman, Ver a
of this feast. _Help Newman Club and Aleithian Club to help them.
and answer period, He hopes
(Continued on Page 6)

NSC Leads

Books

A FEW QUESTIONS
To the Editor:
The other day I chanced to
walk into the Student Organization office in search of some
information. I was appalled by
what confronted me. Hanging
from the light was some sort of
mobile advertising anti-freeze,
Christmas cards and magazine
subscriptions.
These colored
commercials also carried the
name of Tony Conte with them,
What right does Mr. Conte
have in using the Stu, Org. office
to advertise his own private
interest? And I'm sure he is
selling these for a profit.
My point in writing this open
letter is to determine the purpose of the Stu. Org. office. I
will gr ant there are filing
cabinets in the room used by
Student Council and a few other
activities, but what about the
rest of the office? Is it a place
for the President of Student
Council to conduct his personal
affairs 7 If so I suggest the door
be retitled to read "Student
Council President," If the room
is for the entire student body why
not let all organizations store
materials
and ho 1d small
meetings there? I should like to
know who has the right to use
this room and who has the final
say in this matter,
Perhaps
Mr. Conte can answer this
question.
Signed,
A Student
A COMPLIMENT
To the Editor:
As a good Democrat, and a
staunch Kennedy backer, I would
like to step across party lines
and congratulate one of my,
opponents.
To Miss Andrea
Loomis I would like to offer
my sincerest congratulations on
a fine job well done, even though
I feel she backed the wrong
party,
If more of us had her zeal
and overpowering spirit, our
national prestige would never
even be questioned.
Sincerely,
Douglas Pecina

A SHORT EXPLANATION

professors enough to choose
from? Why should students have
their spirits raised so high only
to be let down 7 I think this an
insult not only to the integrity
of these non-accepted honor
students, but to the rest of the
student body.
Should a person give a false
impression of his personality to
get into the honor society? Are
students
accepted on their
academic record or are they
accepted
because of their
popularity with others in the
society?
Sincerely yours,
Miss Dorothy De Santis, '61

.

To the Editor:
In answer to Miss Eisenstodt's
letter in the November 8 issue
of the REFLECTOR, I would
like to say that she has every
right to criticize, but I wish to
inform her on the situation in
point, A friend was taking the
interviews and many comments
were given in a joking manner.
I am sure most readers realized
this fact, but to those who didn't,
I am writing this letter of
explanation.
Jo Ann Basso

=~

Frosh Sem •inar
T0 Be HeId

,c;DP Ho jcJs
'nduct,·on

-
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The Farm
by R. Herbert Handschuch
Every morning Jeremiah would
walk down the first flight of
stairs and stop on the landing to
look out the window, From here
he• could see the pride and joy
of his life, the farm. It was a
beautiful day, and yet, it was
coarse, for he knew this would
be the last time he could see
this cherished sight again.
This had been open rangewhen
his grandfather.received' the land
from the government. The
oldman worked night and day to
make the land produce. It was
the death of him. His son took
over the duties, and with hard
lab'or and God's guidance the
farm began to pay. When his
father died, Jeremiah took over
one of the best farms in the
county,
This good fortune was not to
last. As he stood by the window
he could remember standing in
the same place and seeing the
first dust storm moving over ·
his land, There were many more
after that, In his mind he saw
the family working hard together
in building the farm again, The
New Deal helped greatly, and so
did the war, He recalled that
they were the good old days;
days he would never see again,
God had given him a good
life on this farm,
But now
there was nothing left,
His
children were married, and the
Good Lord had taken his wife,
The Bible says, "The Lord giveth
and Taketh."
But why did God have to take
everything away from him; his
children, his wife, and now his
farm? As the farmer saw them'
coming, he said, "Oh God! Why
are you letting them take the farm
from me?"
Those big yellow things were
all over the farm. "Just look
what they are doing to the earth,"
he thought to himself. The same
earth th at he, •his father and
grandfather had worked so hard
on,
Jeremiah could now see
something black on the side of
one of those big yellow things,
The dark formed into a word and
spelled C-A-T-E-R-P-I-L-L-R.
The huge truck-like Caterpillar
was plowing up his land in its
own destructive way. The turnpike must go through his farm
and there is nothing he can do
about it, He was payed for the
farm and was given asmallpiece
of land to place the house on. They
move the house today. "God!
God! Have you forgotten me?"
See "World Without Men", next
Tuesday evening - presented by
Norms

A Day at Stokes
A Day in God's Country
group A cabin 7A

Eyelids closed on fine little heads
All in one cabin on fine little beds
Silence is br oken by an occasional by Robert Debs Sm{thouser
snoor
In my opinion, the United
Or the s lam-bang-dang of the
States is morally wrong in taxoutside door.
ing winners of the Irish
7:45 the alarm begins to ring
Sweepstakes.
The purchase and
As some one yells, "Let me out
sale of such chances has not been
of this thing I"
made legal by our government,
The gong goes on as the battle
Since this lottery is considered
ensues
unlawful
in the United States,
With that s leeping bag, will she
the money should ,be confiscated
win or los e,
and a fine levied against the
Two minutes later the alarm
winner.
Let's examine what
clock dies
does happen when an American
As out of the sleeping bag she
wins
the sweepstakes,
can finally arise,
The United States Government
Over tw o pairs of tights,
taxes his winnings so heavily,
dungarees are next
many persons refuse to spend this
One blouse, two shirts-this was
money in .their own country I Many
never in a college text,
winners either invest abroad or
Down to the dock-canoeing for
take an extended European
group "G!'
holiday.
Two paddles , a boat, and seats
,
My suggested solution for this
for three,
We launched the canoe when the inconsistency seems simple and
correct, By accepting taxes on
sun was high,
the .money, we ar·e condoning
We turned our backs - the lake
American participation in the _
was dry.
sweepstakes, Why then can't we
Wappalanne time-a rest is due
have our own national lottery?
All report back in twenty-two
As a nation we sanc~ion dog .
The climb up the hill was long
racing and horse racing; why not
and hard
a national lottery? I have yet
We got to the cabin took out the
to he a r a valid reason in
cards,
opposition of my suggestion,
We delt thecards-whowouldwin?
The money received from this
One minute later-had to leave the
lottery could: 1. make the tax
cabin.
burden lighter; 2, keep the United
Down the hill to face our fate
States dollar where it belongs;
We came in smiling-they said,
and 3, assure us that the money
"You're late!"
we gambled would benefit the
United States of America.
We looked at the trees, studied
their form,
Saw the effects of erosion and
storm
Some one picked up stone on the
ground
by Unknown Author
To see if any fossils could be
found,
I am a RUSH job.
Planned was a cook out for all
I belong to no age, for men
the groups
have always hurried.
Such efficiency could be seen
I prod all human endeavor,
in army troops.
• Men believe me necessary Cooking and singing all hand in
but falsely.
hand
rush today because I was not
The music came through like a
planned yesterday,
college band~
demand excessive energy and
concentration.
The fire was lite to give warmth
I override obstacles, but at great
and heat
expense.
Light to see by-food to eat,
I illustrate the old saying, ''Haste
Of all these things we take a part,
Makes Waste".
·
a bit of Wappalanne in our heart.
My path is strewn with the evils
of overtime, mistakes and
Ann Baiera
disappointments.
Lynn Gaines
Accuracy and quality give way
Marilyn Gerring
to speed,
Barbara Gibson
Ruthlessly I rush on,
Joanmary McConnell
I am a RUSH job,
Eileen Mehle
Marilyn Monson
Marie Polny
Pat Franalik

The Rush Job

The Big Sale

Weekly Schedule
Tuesday, November 15
4 :30
ACE Meeting
4:30
Chi Delta Tea
7:30
Wapalanne
7:30.
Rho Theta Tau
Wednesday, November 16
1/2 Freshmen Visiting Schools - All Day
3:00
Staff Association
4:30
Graduate Seminar
7:30
Sigma Kappa Phi Tea
7:30
Sigma Beta Chi
Thursday, November 17
Juniors and Semors visiting Schoo s - All Day
5:00
Kappa Delta Pi
7:30
Frosh Seminar - Dr, Hutchinson
7:30
Delta Sigma Pi
7:30
Pi Eta Sigma Tea
9:00
Alpha Phi Omega
Friday, November 18
2:30
Student Council
8:00
Alumni Game and Dance
Saturday, November 19
8:00
Norms Theater Guild performance
Monday, November 21
7:30
Ale ithian Club
7:30
Chorus Rehearsal

N.Y.U. TO HOLD

(Continued from Page 1)
Mehlman, organizer of the conf ere n c e, a re to "develop
understanding of the concepts of
student leadership, to understand
the use of leadership techniques,
and to fir ing und'e r consideration
some of the basic campus
problem s".
Individual s scheduled to speak
to the confere nce ar e Dr. Irving
Williams , \!rs. L aur a Ferrar,

The Stakes
Are High

Meetings . Room
Fae, Din, Room
Meetings Room
Fae, Din. Room
Fae. Din, Room
Meetings Room
Meetings Room

College Center
Main Lounge
Fae. Din. Room
Meetings Room
Fae, Lounge
Meetings. Room
Gymnasium
Little Theater
Meetings Room
Little Theater

and Dr. Louis Rabine au, all of
Pratt Institute, and Dr. Joseph
Mikus, diplomatic representative
of free Czechoslovakia to the
u.s.s.R.
Topics of discussion at the
c o n f e r e n c e include G r o u p
Procedures, Parliamentary
Procedure, the obstacles to
successful programs, the areas
where leadership should be
exercised by the students of the
college or university, and others.

Theatre
THE TENTH MAN
reviewed by Leona Kantor
"The epitaph of our generation
will be," says Paddy Chayefsky
in his current Broadway hit THE
TENTH MAN, ''th \it we took
everything f or granted and
believed in nothing.''
THE TENTH MAN, with its
dramatic dybbuks, demons who
took possession of humans to
obtain a pure soul and achieve
salvation and exorcism, is a play
concerned with the relation of
man and God.
THE TENTH
MAN is very telling of the psuedoreligious rev,ival taking place in
America, The twentieth century,
reflects
Mr. Chayefsky,
considers
God a ·' 'retired
mechanic". Our generation pays
homage to . the God-head Freud
and . psychoanaiysis ·!or its
redemption.
Despite the seriousness of
theme, THE TENTH MAN is
filled with great humor and
compassion. Paddy Chayefsky,
the s k i 11 e d observer and
craftsman th a t he is, h a s
managed to recreate the unique
aspects of orthodox Jewish life
with emphas is on ancient assidic
traditions,
Each
of Mr,
Chayefsky's characters embodies
that quality of warmth and those
Jewish attitudes which give their
lives a kind of. illogical logic,
Tyrone Guthrie has given Mr,
Chayefsky's play life with his
brilliant direction. Guthrie is one
of those rare gifted individuals
that does not subjugate theme,
characterization, plot, etc,, to
create a Guthrie rather than a
Chayefsky play. Only intimate
knowledge of Guthrie's blocking
techniques reveals his influence,
yet the plays he directs have a
continuity of moment, a style,
a depth, a penetration of
character, which can only be
described as brilliant.
Mr. Guthrie h ad made no
mistake in casting in THE TENTH
MAN.
Each member of the
cast sparkles in his particular
role, The cast, including Donald
Harron, Jacob Ben-Ami, George
Voskovec, Lou Jacobi, Rudolf
Weiss, Risa Schwartz, Alan
Manson, David Vardi, Jack Gilf or d,
Martin Garner, Ben
Hammer, Paul Marin, and Tim
Callaghan is marvelous, Each
character and each actor
complements
the
o th er s
wonderfully. The succe1s of this
play is truly the result of all
of their talents and efforts.
Each member of the cast from
the sexton to the rabbi to the
athiest is delightful and dramatic.
Miss Schwartz ·and Mr. Harron

serve as the instruments through
which God is made known.
Both Miss Schwartz and Mr.
Harron are gifted performers
•and Paddy Chayefsky's play has
given them an opportunity to
reveal their talents,
At this point, the reader may
wonder, "why the title THE
TENTH MAN?" Who is the Tenth?
A man, a God, a dybbuk? That
is one of the mysteries of the
play, And it can be solved only
by a $2.30 expenditure at the
Booth Theater,
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER
Reviewed by Stuart Odern:ian
There is a lot of ·Phun at the
Phoenix in the production of
Oliver Goldsmith's comedy SHE
STOOPS TO CONQUER. It has
been quite a long time since
this aisle sitter actually had tears
in his eyes from laughing, The
last time this aisle sitter cried
in the theater was when Peer
Qynt's mommy died--right in the
middle of the play, They had no
understudy and they had to finish
Ibsen's play without her, What
a shame she was acting so nicely.
''I wonder why London cannot
keep its own fools at home"
started . the laughter. Mr. Hardcastle (Albert Quinton). invited
Mr. Marlowe and Mr. Hastings
(Donald Madden and Ted von
Gr1ethuysen) to meet his daughter
and cousin. The two boys meet
Tony Lumpkin (John Hefferman)
the girl's cousin at an ale house
and he · directs them to their
destination, but tells them that it
is an inn,
Mistaken identity, mass confusion and Gerry Jedd's and John
Hefferman's performances take
over and Stuart Vaughan's
dynamic and humorous direction
takes over and the play takes over
to conquer the audience with
laughter.
Peter Wingate has
designed some very movable and
appropriate settings and Lee
Hoiby's music and songs enhance
thi~ week's entry.
One thing is not provided and
1 would like to ask if any of my
readers knows Mr. Goldsmith's
joke which is mentioned by the
servants and concerns an Old
Grouse in the gun-room. They
have been laughing at it for
twenty years.
Since I've been
theatering since 1953 and was not
around to s e e the original
production 1773, I do not know
the joke. Maybe the professors
know it,
In which case I will
ask them after graduation.
I am looking with eager
anticipation to the Phoenix
Theater production of Sean
O'Casey's THE PLOUGH AND
THE STARS,

Big Ideas

b'>'. V. Kashuda
Our family was still feeling the

effects of the Depression. Dad
was getting jobs with more
frequency now, but it was qu,ite
difficult keeping thirteen inouths
fed, My brother Ed and I decided
we might ease the situation a
little if we could e·arn some
money,
You who have not sold healing
salve at the tender age of nine
and a half cannot, imagine the
heart-rending anxiety I felt as I
approached the door of my first
would-be customer. They say a
·dying man will have his life
flashed before his eyes during his
last moments, They say a condemned man will repent of his
sins before he walks the "last
mile", I was convinced that a
fate as terrible as these lay
behind the door in front of me.
Summoning all the courage in my
shivering little body, I reached
for the bell.
I rang the bell.
I said a prayer. My prayer
was ans wered, Nobody came to
the door. I ran down .the street,
We sent to Chicago for a gross
package of healing salve, the' sale
of which would amass a fortune
for us.
Ed became president
and I the vice-president of our
organization.
When the salve
arrived, we seJ up our sales
strategy,
Ed would take the
east side of town and I the
west.
With great aspirations
we set forth.

by Angela DeRose
America's latest products are big people with big feet, big heads,
and big ideas. They have no limits, no extremities that either an
IBM machine or a master-plot cannot unriddle.
John's friendly little five and dime store today, has expanded into
a nation-wtde chain store development, now known as John's Bargain
Stores.
"And still another John's Bargain Store! cries the radio
commentator. Poor John, he's probably lost count by now.
Evan aspirins are available in a king-size version, tranquilizers.
Heavens, with the wide assortment of these wonder pills, there's
no limit as to how sick one can be. Oh yes, they come in a choice of
colors too •••• ,one to fit your particular personality,
Grandma's old icebox isn't good enough for the housewife of today,
One of her prime necessities is a freezer. It makes little difference
that the butcher shop is only across the street •• • , •• "It's good
to have things in the house------you n--e--v--e--r k--n--o--w,"
she demands.
Telephone books recently have shown somewhat of a change,
The amount of page increase is almost unbelievable, There was
a time when things were not classified---------------today we
find twenty-seven pages devoted to where one can pur chase ; can
opener.
"Inventions like that make life a little easier " asserts
Mr. Classified,
'
America is entangled in a web of unceasing production, Attribution
for this ladder of prosperity lies in the philosophy,

.

"The bigger the better."
An English lady, self- appointed supervisor of village morals,
accused a workman of having
reverted to drink because "with
her own eyes," she had seen his
wheelbarrow outside a public
house. The accused made no
defense, but that evening placed

his wheelbarrow outside her door
and left it there all night,
· ' Any physical defects?" asked
the draft doctor.
''¥es," replied the inductee.
"No· guts!"
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An Answer
by Jessie Lillias Fraser Duncan
Question:
Hey Scottie! Are you Scotch or
Irish?
Answer:
On Friday, 14th o' the month
Twa years wae ye a'l be
But e'en in that space o' time
It's STILL a mystery
'Bout whar's the place a' cam
frae
And losh it's plain can be,
A could nae cam frae Ireland
'Cause IBEY wid nae hae me.
So l~t me noo proclaim it
An' shout it loud a'n clear
A cam' frae BONNIE SCOTLAND
Whar folks are most sincere,
The thistle is oor emblem
The kilt is what we wear
The bagpipes are th thing we
blaw,
"If ne've the win' tae spare",
Next time ye settle doon
Tae argie whar a' cam frae
We'll it's Dear AuldGlesga Toon.
So if ever ye' should wander,
frae yer ain fireside
There's a toon in Bonnie Scotland, beyond the hills o' Clyde
Wha'r a neighbours always willin'
a helpin' hand tae lend.
Ye' nver need be lonely, forye'll
always ind a friend.
In dear Auld Glesga Toon
Glesga, on the Clyde,
There's hae a place wae truer
hearts in a' the Warlsay wide.
So if ye'r rich or if ye'r poor,
or be ye up or doon
Ye'll always find a welcome
IN DEAR AUW GLESGA TOON
Ye should hae kent by see'n me
The reason for me bein wee
Wis 'cause ma mither, bless
her soul!
Fed me wi shortbread
Instead o' "gruel"

More Emphasis
On Academics
Milwaukee, Wis.-(I P,)- More
intensive
preparation in
academic subjects and fewer
education courses will be
required in a completely revised
program .of teacher education this
fall at Marquette University. The
new program for prospective
elementary and secondary
teachers has been in preparation
for three years and features a
new sequence of professional
courses.
Four basic courses will be
required of all students minoring
in education. Elementary teaching candidates will also take
methods of teaching reading,
art and music, plus their
academic major and specified
courses in English, history and
mathematics.
Students preparing to teach
in high schools will concentrate
on the subjects they plan to
teach, and with the exception of
mathematics
and
science
. majors, will be limited to two
teaching fields,
Academic departments have
outlined the courses they will
require of future high school
teachers. Those students will
need the a p pr o v a I of their
department- chairman to begin
practice teaching.
•
The four basic education
courses in the professional
sequence (and the only educat~on
cqurses required for
secondary candidates) are Human
Development and Le a r n in g,
Teaching Methods, Student
Teaching, and . Integration of
Educational Theory,
0

Class New.s
Juniors
The Junior Class has decided
on the date of May 13, I 961 for
its annual prom, The place of
the dance was not decided at the
class meeting held on Monday,
November 7, but will probably
be decided within the next month,
according to Joe Santanello,
president of ·the Junior class.
At present, said Santanello,
''it looks like we'll be having
it on campus."
The class also discusse-:1 -he
school ring that is scheduled to

go on sale in the book store next
month. Several members of the
class suggested a change in the
style of the ring, but no decision
was reached and the class left
the matter in the hands of its
president.
The class also decided to have
a Steering Committee, Those
who wanted to be on the committee volunteered at the meeting,
The next Junior class meeting
will be held on November 28;
Steering Committee will meet
on November 21.

Sophomores
Dogpatch came to Newark State
College on the night of November
9 when the Sophomore class held
its Sadie Hawkins Dance for
members of the class and invited
guests, The dance lasted from
8 to 12 P.M., and certain
members of the class dressed
to represent different characters
from the famous Al Capp comic
strip, ''Li'l Abner". Spencer
Kopacky dressed as the hero of
Dogpatch, Abner himself, and
Eunice Marshall came as Abner's
sweetheart, Daisy Mae. Carl
Marinelli and Ann Powers portrayed Pappy and Mammy Yokum,
respectively. Others who participated in the flesh-and-blood
creation of comic characters
included: Moonbeam McSwine
(Lucille Pace), Hairless Joe (Art
Lundgren), Fearless Fosdick (Al
Rifini), Marryin' Sam . (Art
Lundgren,
Stupifyin' J ones
(Barbara Lowe), Tiny Yokum
(Andy Harun), Lonesome Polecat
(Vinny Miranda) and, of course,
the luscious Sadie Hawkins (Carol
Davenport).
Chairmen for the affair were
Betty Grodszi and Maryann
.Z:ydzik,
One of the features of the
dance was the free service provided by Marryin' Sam for
couples who wanted to get hitched,
Several took advantage of the
opportunity,
Refreshments at the dance
were ''hard" cider and doughnuts.

Schools Are For learning
by John Fisher

The s ch o o I's traditional
responsibility for systematically
instructing children in the
cultural heritage and developing
their intellectual competence has
received relatively less attention
than some of the newer items on
the educational agenda, Not only
has the school been asked to offer
more kinds of instruction for
pupils; it is expected also to be
a center for entertainment, civic
development, charitable enterprises, and other more or less
good works, which, although they
are conducted under the school's
roof and m its stadium, can hardly
be called educational.
In addition, schools have been
assigned or have assumed more
and more responsibility in such
fields as medicine, social case
work, and clinical psychology,

The typical · history of these
additions is that each has been
a response to a particular need
or pressure. In some cases,
even though the new function
was considered outside the
school's province, when the need
was discovered, no other group
was able or willing to meet it.
In other instances the new service
was so closely related to the
school's work that it seemed
only right to place it under the
school's authority, But occasionally school paople have accepted
these new tasks simply because
each acceptance was calculated
to win for the schools the good
will of anoth~interest _group.
We need now to recognize that
in the last half-century a whole
network of services has come into
existence to do manyofthethings
only schools were in a position to
undertake when Teachers College
were founded. The spirit that
produced in the college the early
emphasis on broad human service
has generated in our society
a host of other means by which
the purposes of humanitarianism
and philanthropy are being attained.
It is fortunate that these
parallel programs have now
reached so high a level. For
the current need to re-emphasize
the school's special responsibility
for
int e 11 e ct u a I
development requires us to
reappraise the school as school
and its place today among the
other agencies with which it
exists. Since good teaching must
take into account .the child's total
developmet, it is sometimes said
that the school should provide
all the services from which a
child might benefit. This contention makes no practical sense,
however, unless the school is to
become the only child-servin,g
agency of the community. It is
not lik~ly that such a proposal
will be made by school people
or anyone else, nor is there much
chance of its being accepted if it
were proposed.
A more reasonable approach
is to assign to the school the
systematic
development
of
intellectual, social and vocational competence and to assign
to the other agencies the functions
they can perform. Such a division

of labor is no argument for a
narrow or formalized curriculum, The good school is always
concerned with the promotion of
physical and mental health, with
product1ve and satisfying human
relationships in a setting of moral
and ethical values , Its teachmg
must be based upon the best that
is known about human develoPment and the nature of learning.
It must make full use of the
stimulating effects of group
situations and should use as its
tool every appropriate mechanical and electronic device,
It is not likely, however, that
the school produce the results it
should in the spcialized field of
its own traditional activity if it
must continue to expand or cannot
reduce its obligations in other
directions. As Merle Curti has
pointed out, '' our school system
was not planned by its leaders in
reference to other institutions or
on the basis of a ·realistic analysis of social actualities and social
needs, Most educators advanced
their arguments for · increased
public support and control of the
instruction, for p art i c u 1 a r
studies in the curriculum, and
for given schemes of administration without clearly defining or
understanding how their proposed
educational policies were to
affect our social institutions, "

(The following article is
reprinted through the courtesy
of the Saturday Review of Literature,
The article originally
appeared in the magazine on
September 17, 1960,)
"What is the special function
of the school in our society?
This is a query which, though
often unnoticed, or ignored
underlies the heated discussions about quality in education.
It is pointless to ask whether a
school is doing its work well
until we have agreed on what its
work is, In the diverse and
The varieties of American
schools and the widely different
far - flung American school
system it is neither likely nor
levels they have achie\ted in
desirable that we should come
different
communities make
to a uniform national agreement
generalization on this matter
on this matter.
But without
difficult and dangerous, But this
much we can say, There are
clearer thinking on so fundamental an issue, planning to
communities in thie country
improve our school will be
where the public health, social
retarded and confused.
welfare, and recreation agencies
Our answers to the question
are of such size and strength
in the past have been based more
that they are fully capable of
relieving the school of services
often on a generalized desire to
in their respective fields, At
respond to children's needs or
least in such places it is possible
community pressure than on any
to reallocate functions · between
consistent effort to maintain the
the schools and these other
school's role as a specialized
groups with profit to all coninstitution, To be sure, as we
became aware of human needs
cerned, especially the children.
A school free to concentrate on
and saw better ways to meet
those services that only schools
them, it was only natural for us
can give is in a position to do
to do what we could. But the
The Fine Arts department of natural consequence has been a
more effective teaching than one
Newark State Co 11 e g e has livelier interest in adding new
that must be all things to all
announced an exhibition of oils . subjects and services than in
children and to their parents,
and water colors by Harold improving established practices,
too,"
Lewis, a New York artist, in 1--------------......JL----------------t--:;-------------

Fine Arts to
Hold Exhibit

~~~~\n°!j~~= ~r~;~.an~~~:!~:

Daily Cal Continnues
F·1ght Aga·1nst Cou'nc·11

: : :ge::kiMri~ll~ieli:t¼e~
York will be present at the
formal opening of the exhibition
on the evening of November 22
between 7 and 9 P.M. It was
through the Angeleski Gallery
that Mr. Lewis first displayed
some of his finest works.
The exhibition is also to be
used as an informal means of
introduction of the freshman
Fine Arts majors to the upperc 1 as s men
in the s am e
curriculum.
The display will
remain in the lobby of the
Student Center until December
15 •
All members of the faculty,
administration and student body
have been invited to attend the
opening of the exhibition, and
t_~i visit it on any of the remaining days that it is at the college.

,
(UPS). BoaS t ing a flag announcing IBE INDEPENDENT
CALIFORNIAN "Valid St udent
Journalism", the second University of California student
newspaper, born ·of last week's
controversy between the Asso.ciated Students of California
(ASUC) and the DAILY CALIFORNIAN appears to be permanent
with a semester subscription
campaign underway and the
;M
announcemen t ""
· the Oct • 31
edition, "Today we are four
· ht •
page, BY F ri'd ay we '11 be eig
The press is rolling,"
Rates are $1.85 for undergraduates and $2,oo for graduate
students and faculty members.
Individual issues sell for five

The Renta Club, organized
for the students on campus
who are over twenty-five
years of age, has announced
that it will · hold its next
meeting
on
Wednesday
afternoon.
The meeting
will be held at 12:30 P.M.
in the Meetings Room of the
College Center. Any students
who are more than 25 are
cordially invited to come to
the meeting and join the club,

cents,
Meanwhile, the controversy
between . ASUC and the DAILY
CAL continues. Two petitions
are being circulated by the Cal
Committee for a Free and
Independent Student Press.
'
The first calls for constitu- .
tional amendments to establish
a Consultative Board of students
(both graduate and undergraduate)
with publications experience,
faculty, a business manager and
a chancellor's representative to
advise the Daily, The Board
would have final authority on the
budg~t, the appointment of the
business manager, senior edit-

The Newman and Alethian Clubs are asking your help in
their Thanksgiving Basket Drive. They are asking for canned
foods and cash donations. There will be boxes placed in the
lobby of the College Center and at the entrances·· of the Snack
Bar and the Cafeteria. At the cash registers in both the Snack
Bar and the Cafeteria there will be available jars for your
cash donations.
This is your opportunity to share with others during the
holiday season. The clubs thank you.

orial boa rd appointments and the
, by-laws,
The seco nd petition calls for a
campus wide referendum to
rescind the ExCom acceptance of
the resignations of various
publications staff members, so
that they might resume their
positions under the situation
created by an amended ASUC
CONSTITUTION,
If 800 students sign each

petition, a special campus wide
election will be held within three
weeks on the issues,
The ExCom ad hoc committee,
still discussing proposed changes
• h
in t e DAILY CAL by laws, also
has a petition seeking to incorporate its revision into the ASUC
constitution by laws.
The DAILY CALIFORNIAN is
, still being ,Published regularly
under the direction of Walter
Fredericks, ASUC Publications
Director.
The INDEPENDENT CALIFORNIAN, . edited by the former
DAILY CAL editor Dan Silver,
stated in its Monday edition, '' A
second newspaper, our news paper, has something new and
different to offer the campus.
Freed from the responsibility
for the sole communication of
campus news, the INDEPENDENT .
CALIFORNIAN will concentrate
on a program aimed at sti.mulation of thought and discussion
and the improvement of the
intellectual environment of the
University."
The paper does
not claim to represent University opinion, only that of its
editorial board,

Film Club
Makes Plans

The Fine Arts Film Club has
announced the films that are
planned for showing during the
rest of the academic year. All
films will be shown twice on the
day scheduled, at 3 : 30 in the
afternoon and 7: 30 intheevening,
In the case of silent films, Stuart
Oderman will accompany :the
movies on the piano,
On January 9, The Club will
present "Ten Days that Shook
the World", directed and produced by Sergei Eisenstein, and
"The Bridge", a short film,
"Ten Days that Shook the Wor Id",
chronicles the ten days of the
Russian Revolution in 1915, The
film portrays the European War,
the Kerensky regime, and the
final ten days that ended with the
establishment of the Russian
nation and the execution of the
Czar and his family.
On the same bill, "The Bridge"
is the story of a man about to be
hanged and his thoughts as he is
dying.
On March 31 ''Metropolis "
will be presented, a German
silent film with English subtitles,· It was directed by the
famous Fritz Lang, presented
to the German public in 1926 and
tells of the world of the future,
The amazing architecture of the
future is displayed with imagination typical of the early German
silents. "Moods in Motion" will
be shown, a five minute experiment film with schizophrenia as
its subject,
On ~ay 8, in the final pr esentation of the year, "Wils on" and
"Venom Eternity Trailer " will
form the bill,
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Women's Soccer
At Newarlc
Due to the fine defensive play
on the part of both teams the
freshmen Women's soccer game.
ended scoreless, The freshmen
faced many unforeseen obstacles
other than a hard fought defensive; high winds, low t'emperatures, and cold showers added
to the contest's relative un successful attempt, These
factors, however, did nothamper
the display of sportsmanship and
skill on the part of all who took
part,
1 Soccer
as part of a gym
requirement or as an extra curricular activity was unheard
of last year on this campus,
The sport, is a hearty one and
those women who participated
are to be commended, Soccer
will continue here at Newark
State for women.
Miss Per. singer in a statement following
the game on November 8 informed
those players present that they .
were now members of the
Women's Recreation Association
and as such had the right to vote
on the organization's issues,

Seniors Beat
Frosh B-1
The scene of a hard fought
touch football game between the
Seniors and Freshmen occured on
Thursday, November 3,
Defensive play on the part of
both teams dominated the better
part of the game. A steady
drizzle the night before resulted
in a wet field for the grid
encounter, Early in the second•
quarter a long 60 yard pass
Chuck Connerly to George Sisko
was interrupted by a hard charging Freshmen line,
The Freshmen break came
mid-way in the third quarter
when they intercepted a lateral
pass behind the Senior line of
scrimmage, Freshmen linemen
picked up the pass and headed
in for a IO yard touchdown; with
the extra point scored the Frosh
led 7-6.
George · Muller, the speedy
Senior defensive halfback intercepted a pass near the goal,
The
stubborn
Frosh line,
however, contained the seniors
· and possession of the ball on
their four yard line, A quick
pass
batted down by Dick
Handschuch was followed by an
effective play executed by Dennis
Swans on.
Swanson drilled
through the freshmen -line and
nabbed the freshman quarterback
for a two point safety, With
seconds to go the seniors held
an 8-7 lead, finishing the game
on the Freshman 20 YIJ:rd- line,

Football league
Standings
w

Juniors
2
Seniors
2
Frosh
I
Sophomores 0
Point System
Win · 2 points
Tie I point
Lose 0

L
0

Tie
I

Pts,

I

I

3
I

0
2

5
2
2

5

Day Becomes Daddy
We would like to extend our
sincere congratulations to
Mr, and Mrs. James Day on
the birth of their daughter,
Ellen,
on Election Day,
Tuesday, November 8, 1960

Norms Experiments
with Workshops
(Continued from Page 1)
The performance will begin at .
8:30 P,M.
l\orms is planning s everal
more presentations along thes e
lines to give its members
practice in th e arts of acting and
direc t ,ng.
What 1s a totalitarian state?
A totali tarian state is one where
everyt hing is compulsory that is
not forbidden,
\Vhoc:\-'C_r_·-1iv_e_s_tr-ue-lif e will
lo\'e tru e: Jo\'e.
n

n - .... , ..... , ... ,.,,.

W.R.A.
Visit Upsala

Pros

The
Women's
Recreation
Association will journey to
Upsala College in East Orange
on Saturday, November 19, As
a member college of the New
Jersey Athletic and Recreation
Federation of College Women,
Newark State Women will partake
in the first play of the season
with other member colleges of
.the Federation, Playdays usually
consists of several sports activities,
The Upsala playday will
entail volleyball, bus in es s
meeting, fun and nonsense. Yes,
nonsense; remember a little
nonsense now and then is relished
by the wisest men,
Although the women who are to
partieipate in the playday at
Viking Hall, Upsala College, have
not been announced, six players
will attend and one faculty
advisor. · Miss Nettie Smith of
the Women's Physical Education
Department will act as the
group's advisor.

Recently a plea for members
of the faculty to sign-up for a
volleyball game was made by
this writer.
My concern is a
valid one, The number of faculty
members who have designated
that they wish to play in this
game has been very sparse,
Teachers, we are still looking
for you, Rememberyou'renever
too old to run a mile and this
certainly isn't that, It's just a
mild game of volleyball with
your aggressive opponents, your
students, Remember it's all in
fun and we give free first aid,
We hope · to see you all there
on Thursday, December 8. Bring
your energy; you might need it,
Round-up your fellow colleagues
and sign for this all important
' event in helping the faculty and
students get better acquainted,

Needed

of the Squires' basketball season
The Squfre varsity has not yet
been announced by Coach LaRusso, however the alumni has
released the names of those men
w ho
will
p l a y in t h e
varsity-alumni cage event, The
line-up includes: Frank Vogt;
Ray Arcizewski, Chuck Whichard and Bill Schaeffer, class of
'52; Bill LaRusso (Sqt!ire coach),
Ernie Frino, Marsh Butler, Dick
Reinart, and Ron Barnard, class
of '56; Bob Salkin, '41; Abe
Kaplawitz, 'SO; Harry Morsch,
'57; Archie Chiles, '58; Joe
Simons, '59; and Jack Mott, Gene
Campbell, and Joe Kaufman,
class of '60.
Admissidh will be free to
students, however it would be
wise to have some Newark State
identification; a library card will
do, Following the game there will
be a dance in Dance Studio with
a "live" b~d and free refreshments. Hope to see you all there.

Squi res lose
Final Game

Co-captains: Angelo Segella and'
Wes Danilow

.Newark State closed out its'
first soccer season losing 4-0 to
Montclair State.
The game,
played at Brookdale Park in
Bloomfield on Friday, November
4• marked the final game for
seniors Angelo Segalla, George
The intra - mural football Hudak, and George Sisko,
The Indians, exhibited strong
league spotlighted a contest
between the sophomores and manpower and skill, which hamjunior teains on Wednesday, mered out a determined, but
November 2, Playing on a rain out - playP.d Squire t e am,
soaked and slippery field, the Montclair scored in the first
outcome of the game was a period when a kick by John
disputable 0-0 tie,
The game Hector was carried over goalie
itself was well played defensively, Frank Adam's head by a strong
Montclair tallied in the
The farthest penetration made by wind,
either team was the juniors thrust second period also; Andy Golemdown to the sophomore's one yard beski booted home a goal on a
rebound off one of his own
line • midway in the third period,
But here the sophomore defensive teammates,
Newark trying desperateiy in
line, featuring the outstanding
play of Terry Reilly, rose to the the second half failed to score,
occasion and took the ball over on The third quarter saw the
downs,
Through out the game Squires come through with a
Terry led the defensive sopho- fine defensive team led by Carl
Marinelli,
Andy Horun, Bill
more line breaking into the
opposition's backfield and either . Crecca, Ray Fasteau, Angelo
Segalla, and Bob Zolkiewiczwere
..pinned a loss on the juniors or
able to contain the Indians'
Charlie Grau and Milt Belford
harried the passer. The rest
offensive, The Squire offense,
of the line consisted of Frank
our second attraction this week, Alves, Doug Licks, Bob Ashhowever, failed to get pass the
Char lie touches the clouds at worth, and Art Lundgren. Tom
Montclair squad,
Montclair
S' 11 ". A graduate of Clifford Petren and Clem Abrams serves
scored its final two goals with
Scott High School in East Orange as capable linebackers with Jim
the
assistance of
Johnston
Grau is an aspiring cage player Hynes performing at safety, This
and
Massare in the fourth
for a spot on the Squire Varsity, entire team went both ways: On quarter,
As a member of the J.V. squad offense and defense, A touchdown
Newark State finished with a
for two years Charlie sported a was nullified early in the third
4-7-1 record for it s first seafine jump shot to make him the period after Milt Belford of the
son, Considering the initial
top scorer in J. V. competition at juniors ran fiftyyards, Anillegal
attempt of Newark State's soccer
N.SC.
As junior, Grau is a blocking violation was detected on
team, they are to be commended
Secondary Mathematics. major the play, Belford played a comfor their fine record,
''Good
and intends to teach in the Newark mendable game at quarterback
show, ole chaps".
Area upon graduation; he hopes for the juniors firing a slippery
also to eventually break into the ball that couldn't be handled on
coaching field. Charlie Grau is some occasions. One such play,
. a member of the Sigma Theta in the second period, appeared
Chi Frat, enjoys good music and to be a sure touchdown when .
"Tonk".
Belford threw a thirty yard pass
to Bob Marcantonio in the end
Newark State's bowling team
zone,
But the latter dropped
continued
its winning ways by
the ball,
The junior offensive
taking all three games in their
line helped push the ball in
match with Upsala on Sunday,
sophomore territory on more
November 6.
than
one
occasion.
Frank
Adam,
Volleyball is set to begin on
Bob Zolkiewicz, Bob Hoesly, Ron
November 15 and 17 at 3:30 p.m.
These three wins following a
Formation of a team is the' Madigan, and Joe Colombo played sweep of Seaton Hall in their
offensive line for the juniors with last contest has pushed Newark
responsibility of those interested, A team must consist of six Milt Belford, Tony Tauriello, and into the thick of the race for the
players and two substitutes. When Norm Brown in the backfield.
Eastern Bowling League, Newark
The stout defense, which allowed now sports a r espectable 8-7
you have organized your- teams
please leave your names with the enemy to enter their own record as compared to a feeble
Miss Persinger,
Here is an · territory only once, consisted of 2-7 log only two weeks ago.
opportunity for everyone to get Charlie Grau, Wally Wallace, and
Once again Newark State's
and know their fellow classmates, Char lie Lapo on the line, Greg
Buontempo, Norm Brown, and Bob keglers were led by their anchorCome out and join the fun.
man George Bunting, who turned
Marcantonio were linebackers
Tournament competition and
tenative scheduJes have been with lonely safety man Milt in a sparkling 586 series. Bunting
Belford who was later replaced. with a 183 average and captain
set-up,
Ping pong (gnip gnop)
Player of the day was defensive John Sfaelos with 185 although
will be the first trounament t o be
lineman, Terry · shooting only 500 remained in
played,
Others not definitely . sophomore,
the top twenty-five bowlers of
Reilly,
set-up for a specific time will
the league,
be badminton, deck tennis, and
shuffleboard.
Vinnie Kashuda, fast becoming
(Continued from Page 3) a steadying factor on the squad
came through with a 565 series
Brown, Marietta Cataldo, Blanch
finishing second behind Bunting
November
Cohen, Clifford John, Elizabeth
for team honors.
14 Mon. Frosh vs. Sophs
Kaplan, Andrea Loomis, Bery
15 Tues. Seniors v.s Juniors
Although Cqokie Uribe still
Mair, Sylvia Marcus, Dorothy
16 Wed, Juniors vs. Sophs
hasn't reached his potential, he
McGovern,
Barbara Moreno,
21 Mon, Juniors vs, Frosh
Ruth Rothman, Janet Smith, still showeq enough to average
22 Tues, Frosh vs. Seniors
170 for the afternoon which
Charleen Unice, Eleanor Worb23 Wed, Seniors vs . Sophs
leski, Jean Brosang, Carolyn proves that the ability is there,
although doubted by many after
Klimas, and Roslyn Deutsch.
Juniors who were pledged are: the first two weeks of the season,
George Hudack rounded out the
Brenda Brov.n, Wanda Burke,
Theresa Capodiferro, W i 11 i am afternoon with a respectable 158
average,
The Alumni Association of Conroy, Myrna Cyre, Joan Davis,
Newark
State College will Marie De Pascale, Arlene De
sponsor a basketball and dance
Lorenzo, Miriam Ferrazzara,
With six straight victories,
on Friday, November 18 at 8:00 John Foulks, Eileen Galinas, Newark can be looked to by the
p,m.
Katherine
Gar bus, Miriam college for more bowling prowIn the past, the Alumni have Giller, Myra Gillule, Blena Gold, ' ness than is expected of them
presented this event for the
Pauline Goll, Barbara Green, by the ''larger" colleges. Alspecific ·purpose of acquainting Judith Green, Adelheid Greiss, though they are still far from
the undergraduates with the
Alfred Griffith, Maureen Heag- being a bowling power, our boys
association's existence, Friday ney, Vera Kiceniuk, and Arlene could develop into a unit our
evening- will also be the kick- off · Lagattuta.
school might we ll be proud of,

Soph-Junior Grid
Ends in Tie

Players of the Week
Milton Belford
The REFLECTOR custom in
the past few weeks of honoring
the Squires' basketball players
continues this week with two
fine cagers,
Milt Belford, a graduate of
Roselle Park High School is
5' 8 ".
After graduation Milt
spent three years in the U,S.
Navy where he was active in the
athletic program playing in
various parts of the world, Milt
while in h'igh school was an
All-Star in baseball and AllCounty in football, · At Newark
State Belford was
starting
catcher for the Squires' baseball
team last season,
Milt also
played
in
J.V. basketball
competition as one of the feature
starters of the 1959-60 season.
Among his other activities on
campus are his membership in
the Sigma Theta Chi Frat, the
Men's · Athletic
Association
treasurer, and is presently in
the Junior class as a Secondary
Mathematics major. His hobbies
are numerous, some of which
include fishing and golf. Milt
is also an avid "Tonk" player
and can be found in the Tudor
Room on his off hours engaged
in this card game,
Charlie Grau
Charlie Grau (affectionately
known as Chinless Cooney) is

Que stion
Question 'l Are you going to be
a tennis bear and hibernate during
the winter months 'l There is
really no need to do so, According to
a November leaflet
entitled Park News which is
distributed monthly by the Essex
County Park Commission for
residents of the county the following is quoted:
"Although· the
tennis season has ended, real
tennis enthusiasts can still pfay
during winter months on the
courts at Branch Brook, Weequahic and Brookdale Parks,
Winter tennis is coming into its
own; and with the exception of
those days when snow may
obscure the lines a bit, freezing
temperatures merely serve to
stimulate play''. ·
Congratulations to the Essex
County Park Commission for
their desire to further the game
of tennis, Does anyone know of
similar opportunities in other
counties of the State? We certainly would like to know about
them so that we may inform
our readers,
Speaking of tennis -- reminds
us of our six tennis courts which
can be used twelve months of the
year . To those of you who took
advantage of the WRAinstruction
in tennis we ask the question:
ARE YOU GOING TO BE A'
TENNIS BEAR 7
For Sale
Used Nixon-Lodge buttons,
posters, stickers, See Andie
Loomis, Chairman, YR Club

Newark Bowlers
Sweep Again

W. R. A.

KDP Holds

Grid line-Up

Alumni Night

